I. INTRODUCTION Motor can be used for many applications either in automation, transportation, productions, robotics, logistics, etc. There are many types of motors and usually the local industries are using rotational motor for most of their applications even though involve the linear motion. The conversion from the rotational to the linear motion has to use the mechanical parts which will cause mechanical losses. Therefore it is very important to develop a linear motor so that it can be directly provide linear motion without intermediate mechanical parts1. Nowadays, there are many types of motor available in the market. There are high demands for the DC and AC motor in many industrial applications. For example in automation industry, transportation, industrial application, meditation, manufacturing, engineering, etc. The industrial always hope for the improvement of the motor like better performance, simple structure, high efficiency, small and compact, produce high thrust and high speed, high precision and others related function2. Fig. 1 . It consists of permanent magnet that provide magnetic field for LOA. The magnets are combined with the moving yoke and together it is attached to the shaft. The coils is used to provide the external fields that will generate the attracting and repulsive forces. It use basic principle of linear motor. The permanent magnets are placed in that order so that the moving yoke are magnetized with polarity of North (N) and South (S) at each end (Fig. 2) . The coil is supplied with a certain value of current. Fig. 2 shows the current supplied will induce magnetic field in the coil and flux will flow along the air gap to the bottom and side of the coil before returning back to the top of the coil. The flux in the air gap will react to the flux produced by the magnet and thus, produce a thrust. Therefore, the magnet and the moving yoke will move in the direction of the thrust as shown in Fig.  2 below. For opposite direction it is vice versa. For the thrust slot type of LOA simulated by FEM, the magnetic acttractive force F is calculated by Maxwell,s equation4 as follows:
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Where B is the magnetic flux density [T], go is the permeability (H/M) area and A is the operating of the thrust (m2). Table 1 shows the item value of 2 types of LOA. The value of the designed this model refers to the result simulated by FEM. The external size of this motor is 12 X 5.2 X 1.1 cm3 Input power of this design base on 50 W, from the result thrust less than 100 N, normal force less than 500 N and cogging force less than 10 N. B. Design parameter ofLinear Oscillatory Actuator (LOA) Table 2 shows the specification of the analyzed model. The design of this motor is based on 0.3 mm diameter coil, 913 numbers of turns at 0.56 A of the current wire coil. (Fig. 7) .From the simulation that has been done, coil wire with a diameter of 0.3 mm and moving yoke with of length of 5mm produced the highest trust as in fig. 8 and fig. 9 . Fig. 10 shows the characteristic comparison between thrust and displacement that can be used in designing the motor. Five numbers of coils will produce the highest thrust (56 N). This due to the highest ratio of flux between the coil and the permanent magnet at this moment. Therefore it will produce higher thrust since a lot of flux in the coil reacts with the permanent magnet. fig. 13 shows that the second model of LOA(b) produce optimum performance compare to the first model of LOA(a). 
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